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ANNOTATION 

This article presents the results of the experiment conducted on the length of wool fibers of 

cattle sheep belonging to the type of Karakalpak sur breed in every variety, and the length of 

wool fibers of the offspring obtained in the mating of heterogen and gomogen of sheep belonging 

to the type of Karakalpak sur breed. At the same time, the information given by compatriots 

and foreign scientists on the degree of manifestation of surrogacy in sur skins, obtained from 

wool fibers length and sur sheep, in the skins of Karakul of different colors, has taken place. 
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INTRODUCTION 

During the years of independence in our republic, extensive measures were taken to improve 

its breeding by organizing the selection of cattle breeds in surIn scabies, the length of wool 

fibers, especially in sur sheeps, is a factor that directly affects the brand indicators of the skin 

and is associated with the appearance of its curls. The length of the wool fiber determines the 

degree of soreness to a certain extent. The greater the soreness level, depending on the length 

of the wool fibers of the skin, leads to a decrease in the quality indicators of the skin, as well as 

an increase in the skin coverage of the white color. 

In the research of many scientists [1. 23.b]; [2. 51-53-b] note that the transition from black to 

white in wool fibers confirms that the best image level will be moist, the skin grade will be 

higher if the part is 3/10 or 4/10. The length and shape of the wool fiber is one of the indicators 

that determines the main pronounced properties of the skin in the field of scabies. The fact that 

the wool fiber is excessively long or thick also has a negative effect on the quality of the scab. 

The reason is that the wool fibers are long, which leads to the loosening of the flowers on the 

skin, and the large one, so that they can not take the form of the necessary amount of curls. 

This track will in turn cause low quality skins to appear. Therefore, it is important to take into 

account the length of the wool fiber. Such thoughts are expressed by many scientists [3. 17-19-

b]; [4. 43-45-b]; [5. 9-12-b], noted that one of the reasons for the poor quality of the skin in 

relation to the Black color of the calves and lambs of color is the length of their fibers. In the 

conclusion of scientists, the length of the fiber in the coloring of wool fibers [6. 52-59-b]; [7. 68-

70-b]; [8. 46-56-b]; [9. 202-b] and changes depending on the intensity of its color, the idea that 

black fibers will be shorter, if light colors, then longer. 

 

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT 

Results of our experimental work the data obtained on the length of wool fibers in sur skins 

and the degree of soreness are presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Wool fiber length (in tail section), mm 

Colorfulness 
Number of lambs 

(head) 

Jacket 

ype 
Rib type Flat type 

Caucasian 

type 

X±Sx 

SHGхPS 73 11,2±0,51 12,2±1,32 10,6±0,67 14,0±1,27 

UGхPS 81 12,3±0,53 12,1±1,09 10,7±0,53 13,3±0,76 

PSхPS 57 11,9±0,45 12,2±0,92 10,3±0,71 12,6±0,83 

QQхPS 54 12,4±0,53 12,8±0,38 11,5±0,69 14,2±0,29 

 

The results of Table 1 data analysis showed that the measurement of the length of the wool 

fiber showed that while it was the length of the thickest wool fiber (10,6±0,67) in the Spruce 

obtained from the flat-type spruce x steel horn, UGxPS, PSxPS and QQxPS pairing, 

respectively, was equal to 10,7±0,53, 10,3±0,71 and 11,5± That is, in generations from QQxPS 

14,2±0,29 mm, if this indicator is considered to be 100%, then it was observed that PSxPS is 

1,6%, in generations from UGxPS 0,9 mm and ShGxPS generations wool fiber length 0,2% are 

shorter. It can be concluded that the length of wool fibers is associated with skin types, and the 

more flat-type barra skins, the shorter the wool fibers in the same group were considered.  

The average length of wool fibers in generations derived from homogen and geterogen pairing 

is shown in аigure 1 in the figure below. 

 
1-picture.The length of wool fibers in generations derived from different pairing 

The analysis of the data in Figure 1 shows that the steel wool was found to be the longest wool 

fiber in the generations obtained from the mating of rams with sheep.  This suggests that the 

number of generations belonging to the Caucasian type among the lambs of the lunar flower 

variety is explained by the large number and length of wool fibers. 

SHGхPS UGхPS PSхPS QQхPS

Wool fiber length;
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The degree of tanning of black leather is the main indicator of the brightness of the skin, the 

appearance of quality indicators, and depends on the color and variety. Such views are 

confirmed by the fact that the level of surk depends on the color of the sur sheep belonging to 

the Surkhandarya type. 

The hereditary characteristics of these two traits were observed in the homogeneous pairing of 

Bukhara sur sheep. Similar changes were observed in Surkhandarya Sur Karakol sheep and 

Karakalpak Pulati Sur sheep [10. 33-34-b]; [11. 58-60-b]; [12. 38-42-b]. 

The data on the level of wool fiber content of Karakalpak sheep are given in Table 2. 

Karakalpak Sur provides the elegance of the skin with the surly level of the wool fiber of the 

lambs, i.e. the border from the black section to the flow section. This elegance is mainly obtained 

from the brightest and most attractive skins with a skin tone level of 3/10 and 4/10. 

 

Table 2 Level of wool fiber of Karakalpak sheep,% 

Colors 

Number 

of lambs, 

head 

Average 

length of 

wool fiber, 

mm 

Photo level, % 

1/10 2/10 3/10 4/10 5/10 

SHGхPS 73 12,0 1,7±0,51 12,4±0,51 27,3±0,51 45,3±0,51 13,9±0,51 

UGхPS 81 12,5 2,4±0,51 8,9±0,51 33,6±0,51 42,6±0,51 16,9±0,51 

PSхPS 57 11,7 0,9±0,51 5,7±0,51 31,8±0,51 49,2±0,51 12,4±0,51 

QQхPS 54 12,7 3,4±0,51 7,9±0,51 22,9±0,51 36,3±0,51 29,5±0,51 

        

According to this indicator, the SHGxPS generation was 72.6%, the UGxPS generation was 

76.2%, the PSxPS mating generation was 81.0%, and the QQxPS generation was 59.2%. The 

highest scores on 3/10 and 4/10 shear rates were recorded in steel shear lambs obtained from 

81.0% homogeneous pairing. Comparing the differences between the colors, the QQxPS paired 

offspring decreased by 21.8%, the UGxPS paired offspring decreased by 21.8%, the UGxPS 

paired offspring decreased by 4.8%, and the ShGxPS offspring decreased by 8.4%. was found to 

be 

 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the research, it can be concluded that in the skins of steel sur color, the fineness of 

the skin increases at the level of 3/10 and 4/10 surl when the curl is not fully wrapped, forming 

a semicircle. 
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